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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM; REVIEW OP PREVIOUS STUDIES
Many investigations are being made, and much re-
search is being done in an attempt to answer the
question: Why are so many children in the first grade
failing to acquire the skills necessary for success in
reading? Reed, 1 in a survey involving 59,102 first
grade children, found that approximately 1 out of
every 6 children in the low first and 1 out of every
8 in the high first grade failed to be promoted.
Research studies^ have determined that chances
for failure, discouragement, and distaste can be de-
creased by postponing the systematic teaching of
reading until a mental age of at least 6 years, and
1. Reed, Mary M., "An Investigation of Practices in
First Grade Admission and Promotion.", Contributions
to Education
,
No. 290.
2. See especially:
Arthur, Grace, "A Quantitative Study of the Results of
Grouping First Grade Classes According to Mental Age,"
Journal of Educational Research
,
12:175-185, Oct. 1925
Bigelow, Elizabeth B.
,
"School Progress of Under-Age
Children," Elementary School Journal
,
55:186-192,
November, 1954.
Deputy, E. C., "Predicting First Grade Reading Achieve
ment," Contributions to Education
,
No. 426.
Morphett, M. V., and Washburne, C., "When Should Child
ren Begin to Read?" Elementary School Journal
,
51:496-505, February, 1951.
Thomson, J. L., "Big Gains from Postponed Reading."
Journal of Education
,
117:1445-1446, October 15, 1954.
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preferably of 6 years 6 months, has been attained.
However, children with mental ages of under 6 have
been known to succeed in reading, and many with mental
ages higher than 6 years 6 months have failed. Child-
ren who have had kindergarten and nursery school ex-
perience are more apt to succeed than those who have
2
not had such training. Although mental age is the
best single measure of readiness for reading, a study
of the tables of correlation found by authors of tests
of reading readiness indicate that factors other than
mental maturity are essential in predicting success in
'Z
reading. What are these factors? It is highly de-
sirable to establish reliable criteria for determining
whether a child is equipped with the skills and mental,
physiological, and psychological conditions necessary
for reading.
1. See especially:”"
Davidson, H.P., "An Experimental Study of Bright,
Average, and Dull Children at the Four-Year Mental
Level," Genetic Psychology Monographs
.
Vol. 9, Nos. 3
and 4, March and April, 1931
Monroe, M.
,
Children Who Cannot Head.
2. Lee, J.M., Clark, W. W.
,
and Lee, D.M., "Measuring
Reading Readiness.", Elementary School Journal
, 34:666,
February, 1933.
Wellman, Beth L., "The Effect of Pre-School Attendance
on the I.Q.
",
Journal of Experimental Education, 1:46-
49, 1932.
3. Lee, J. M.
,
Clark, W.W., and Lee, D.M., op cit.
Deptuy, E.C., op. cit.
Monroe, M. , "Reading Aptitude Tests for Prediction of Suc-
cess and Failure in Begin. Reading" Education
.
56:7-14. Sept. ’35.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016
https://archive.org/details/evaluationofvisuOOgree
In the School year, 1934 - 1935, the Research
and Guidance Department of the Newton Public Schools
devised and gave a series of reading readiness tests
based on visual discrimination. These five tests
were given in May of that year to all the kindergarten
children in the city. At the same time, these child-
ren were given either the Pintner-Cunningham Primary
Mental Test or the Kuhlmann-Anders on Test for Grade I.
In February or March of 1936, a series of Reading
Achievement Tests was given, based on the vocabulary
that had been taught in connection with the Penell
and Cusack Reading system in use in the Newton Schools.
In the end of March, and during April, 1936, an un-
selected group of children in the first grade in
various schools, was given a short tachistoscopic
test and pronunciation test devised by the writer.
It is the purpose of this study first to deter-
mine the validity of the methods used in the reading
readiness tests measuring visual discrimination;
second, to study the relation between the perceptual
abilities measured in these tests and various types
of reading achievement. Of subordinate importance
is the attempt to make a preliminary study of the
value of the tachistoscope as one of these measures
of achievement
..
Lee and Clark-^- report on their attempt to measure
reading readiness by using certain tests which measure
ability to recognize similarity and differences in
letter and word forms. The Lee Clark Reading Readiness
Test consists of four tests, two involving matching
letters, and two crossing out letters "that do not
belong with the others.” The following table of
correlations was given:
Lee Clark Reading Readiness Test vs.
Lee Clark Reading Test, Primer.
Mental Age on the Detroit First Grade
Intelligence Test vs. Lee Clark Read-
ing Test, Primer.
Lee Clark Reading Readiness Test vs.
Gates Silent Reading Test, Types 1,
2
,
and 3
.
Lee Clark Reading Readiness Test vs.
Lee Clark Reading Test, Primer-
All children who had had kinder-
garten experience.
164 Cases 0.49
164 Cases 0.40
100 Cases 0.54
92 Cases 0.68
The Baltimore Reading Readiness Test described by
pBerry^ consists of two parts; a word discrimination
test of words that are alike, words that are different,
and words that are similar but demand close discrimina-
tion in order to determine the most difficult ones;
1. Lee, J. M.
,
Clark^ 7T. W7] and Lee, D. M., "Meas-
uring Reading Readiness .
"
Elementary School Journal
34:656-666. February, 1933.
2. Berry, Frances M., "The Baltimore Reading Readiness
Test." Childhood Education, 3:222-223, January, 1927.
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and a picture voacbulary test using the nouns, ad-
jectives and verbs most recurrent in primers. The
coeficient of correlation between the scores of 200
cases on the 1926 revision of the test and the Detroit
First Grade Intelligence Test was 0.796.
Smith-*- concludes in her experiment on 200 pupils
that "some measure of word matching ability would be
highly prognostic of possible success in reading."
She found a correlation of 0.87 between the matching
of lower case letters in the first week of the first
grade, and the reading scores and recognition test of
the twelfth week.
pGates conducted an experiment to appraise "the
mechanisms and functions upon which good reading and
spelling depend by studying a group of representative
persons, good, bad, and indifferent." A Series of
tests was given to 310 children in grades 1-6. The
first series was three tests of visual perception:
first, the subject perceives small differences between
pairs of visual items, geometrical figures, digits,
and pairs of words, and encircles each pair when
members are not alike; second, the subject selects
1. Smith, Nila B.
,
"hatching Ability as a Factor in
First Grade Reading." Journal of Educational Psychol -
ogy
. 49:560-571, November, 1928.
2. Gates, A. I., "A Study of the Role of Visual Percep-
tion, Intelligence, and Certain Associative Processes In
Reading and Spelling." Journal of Educational Psychol-
ogy
.
Vol .XVII , No . 27, pp. 433-145, October, 1926
. t5‘I
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from a block of five items the one which is identical
with a sample given at the left of the block; third,
the subject names as rapidly as possible the objects
that appear in small clear line drawings. A series
of tests of capacity in associative learning were also
given. Gates concluded that " ’Word perception' is
most closely associated with achievement in reading
and spelling, " and that "tests of perception of geo-
metrical figures of different sorts and digits, of
associative learning of visual and auditory symbols,
or of visual and visual symbols show but slight
association with these school abilities." He included
no table to show the exact relation of these processes
According to experiments by Betts, "Success in
beginning reading is probably significantly related to
specific psychological and physiological maturations
and that "poor reading at the first grade level is
frequently caused by visual refractive errors, or by
r
lack of coordination between the two eyes, or by both/
The Betts Ready to Read Tests measure near and far
point fusion, stereopsis, vertical and lateral im-
balance, visual acuity,and refractory errors. The
apparatus that is used is the Keystone Ophthalmic
1. Betts, Emmett A~ ^Reading Disability Correlates."
Education, 56:21, September, 1935.
2. Betts, Emmett A., "Betts Ready to Read Tests," The
Manual of Direction, Keys tone View Co., Meadville, Penn
t.
.
7Telebinocular
,
and a series of stereoscopic slides. A
statistical validatiaaof the tests is not as yet available.
The Metropolitan Readiness Test'5' is made up of six
tests, the first two of which measure perception; one,
ability to see similarities and differences of designs,
numbers, letters and words; and two, ability to copy de-
signs. The other four tests measure vocabulary, compre-
hension, number sense, and informational knowledge of the
child. The authors, Hildreth and Griffeths, found a
correlation of .79 between the Metropolitan Readiness Test
scores and the average mental ages from three primary in-
telligence tests for 185 cases.
The Van-Wagenan Reading Readiness Tests, ^ given
individually, test range of information, ability to see
and use relationships, vocabulary, (opposties), memory
span for ideas, word discrimination, and ability to re-
member word forms. The word discrimination test consists
of groups of five words, from which the child selects the
one that is different from the other four. The test of
ability to remember word forms consists of five foreign
words shown visually, to be associated with English mean-
ings. As many trials are given as is necessary to obtain
two successive perfect trials. The correlation between
the mean scores on the Reading Readiness Scales and the
1. The Metropolitan Readiness Test, Boston: World Book Go.
2. VanWagenan Reading Readiness Test, Minneapolis: Edu-
cational Test Bureau, Incorporated.
.,
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four reading scales for 91 children was .73=. 03, and when
corrected for errors of measurement, r= .8.
Deputy-*- in his attempt to develop a test to pre-
dict success in reading, reports, on 103 cases, correlation
as follows:
Correlation of Composite Score on Three Reading Tests
and
Pintner-Cunningham test r-.70
Visual-visual association r= . 52
Word selection test r=.49
Visual auditory association r=.39
Comprehension and recall r s .37
Combined tests r=.75
Monroe^ has developed a "Reading Aptitude Test for
Prediction and Analysis of Reading Abilities and Disabili-
ties." The correlation coefficients for four first grade
classes, totaling 85 children are:
Visual test scores . .rs .60 ± .04
Auditory test scores r a
.66i.04
Motor test scores r=. 50 4^.05
Articulation scores r=.57 .05
Language scores....- r=.50 .05
Detroit Intelligence I.Q r=.57£.04
Combined tests r=. 75 -£.03
The three visual tests are: one. Memory of orienta-
tion of forms, in which a symbol is shown and the child
has to discriminate between the correct form and a re-
versed form in order to encircle the correct form; two,
1. Deputy, E. C., "Predicting First Grade Reading Achieve-
ment", Contributions to Education
,
No. 426
2. Monroe, M., "Reading Aptitude Tests for Prediction of
Success & Failure in Beginning Reading^ Education, 56: 7-34, Sep. *55
.
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Ocular-Motor Control and Attention, in which the child
follows a line from a given point to an unknown point with
his finger; and three. Memory, in which a card with geo-
metrical figures are exposed for ten seconds, and the child
reproduces all he can recall.
As experimental study was made by Payne-*- "to discover
how much the average child sees of isolated words, and
phrases in a single fixation; to discuss the character
and psychological significance of the content and pro-
cesses involved; and to describe a procedure for giving
tachistoscopic tests, including tentative norms of per-
formance for children in Grades 2, 3, 4, and 5. u The
following coefficients of correlation for 300 children in
pGrades 3, 4, and 5, were computed :
M. A. C. A. Silent Oral
.15-fc .04
Read. Read.
Words and Phrases vs
.
.31 ± .04
.51i .04 .66^.02
Mental Age vs .63 K .02 .46±.03
Silent Reading vs. .704*. 02
The author concludes that "Short exposure tests, as ten-
tatively standardized in this experiment, would be adapted
to general use by the school psychologist or reading
supervisor in the study of reading habits. The test is
recommended particularly for the first and second grades,
1. Payne, G. S., The Derivation of Tentative Norms for
Short Exposures in Reading.
2. Ibid., p. 38
.,
.
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where its use might serve as a check on teaching procedure
before incorrect responses became fixed." 1
Several studies have been done concerning the re-
lation of reversal tendencies to the reading process, and
of the predictive value of reversal tendencies. Teegarden^
concluded that the tendency to reverse and confuse symbols
in reading is an important cause of feilure to learn to
read in a child whose intelligence and vision are normal.
She says that "Other things being equal, the child with
less tendency to reversal makes the best reading progress."
Hildreth, ^ however, found that the number of reversal
errors was small compared with the total number of errors
and that they cannot be used as a reliable means of pre-
diction.
The survey of studies in reading readiness reveal
many types of tests of visual discrimination, varying
from comparison of geometrical designs and digits, to the
ability to copy designs. All of the tests measure the
ability to compare word or letter forms. The Metropolitan
Readiness Test uses tests of ability to compare geometric
designs or digits. The Van Wagenan Reading Readiness Test
includes a test of memory of word meanings associated with
foreign word forms. The Monroe Reading aptitude Test has
1. Ibid, note #1 page 9; p.59
2. “feegarden, L, "Clinical Identification of Prospective
Non-Reader. Journal of Child Development ,111:557-8. Dec. 1932.
3. Hildreth, Gertrude , "Reversals in Reading & Writing,
"
Journal of Educational Psychology , 25: 19, January 1934.
* es o Tie& id At 9 eif *** eit ^
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two tests of the ability to remember geometric designs,
one involving ability to reproduce the design, and the
other, the ability to select the correct design. The Lee-
Clark Reading Readiness Test has a test in which the child
discriminates between word forms, and crosses out the wrong
element. Which of these five types of tests is the best
way of predicting success in reading? Is the ability to
remember more predictive than the ability to compare? Are
geometric designs better for use in these tests, than word
or letter forms? Is the ability to perceive and eliminate
wrong parts of words a better measure than the ability to
recognize dissimilarities or similarities?
.
CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE OF INVESTIGATION: DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
In May and June, 1935, the kindergarten children in
all the Newton Public Schools were given the five Newton
Reading Readiness Tests, and either the Pintner-Cunningham
Primary Mental Test or the Kuhlmann-Anders on Test for
Grade One. Approximately 50 children were testedin Sep-
tember, 1935 either because of absence at the time of
the earlier testing or because of being new to the school
system. Over 750 children were tested in all. All the
tests were given by the Director of the Division of Re-
search and Guidance of the City of Newton, or by a trained
tester who was secured by her to do this testing. All the
scoring was done by the latter. Tests number 4 and 5
were usually given before numbers 1, 2, and 3.
Just before the vacation week at the end of February
1936, the four Primary Reading Tests, based on the Pennell
and Cusack Readers, were distributed to all the first
grade teachers, and were given by them during March*
Giving the tests was voluntary, but all the schools except
one gave them.
For each Individual child, the chronological age and
mental age as of April or May 1935 and the I.Q.
,
accord-
ing to the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test or the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test for Grade I, were recorded to-
gether with the five raw scores on the Newton Reading
.
Readiness Tests, and the four raw scores on the Newton
Primary Reading Tests. Only those cases were selected for
this study for whom complete data could he secured, and
they numbered 471. Total scores for the Reading Readiness
Tests and for the Primary Reading Tests were computed. The
Otis correlation chart was used in computing relationships.
The flash test and promunciation test were given by
the writer to the first grade children in the Davis, Horace
Mann, Williams, and Underwood Schools and to seven or eight
children selected at random from each of the three first
grade rooms of the Rice School, all, of the Newton Public
School System. The Kibbe Tachistoscope was used in giving
both tests. The shutter flashed the words first, and then
was left open for the pronunciation test. These tests
were given between March 27 and April 30. The vacation
week, april 18 to April 27, interrupted the testing. There
were 104 cases on whom complete data was obtained.
A verbatim record of the child's responses v/as kept.
Words reproduced correctly immediately, or partly by
spelling and partly by pronunciation were scored with a
plus sign.
I.
.
. *
.
Description of Tests
Newton Reading Readiness Tests :
Test 1 (usually given as test 3) Visual Perception-
Design Comparison B.
There are 28 items on this test, 4 of which are used
as sample tests. Each item consists of a row of five de-
signs, the first design separated from the rest in a box.
The child puts his finger on the first design, and then
moves the finger of his other hand along the row until he
finds the design just like the first, and marks it. Once
the child understands the directions he works alone at his
own rate until he has either completed the sheet or is
stopped. The items are graded in difficulty.
Test 2 (usually given as test 4) Visual Perception-Word
Comparison A.
This test has 28 items, 3 of which are used as
samples. There is one underlined word in the center of
each of the 28 ruled off sections, with two words on
either side. The child places his finger on the word in
the center of the box, and then selects the word that is
just like it. In many of the cases, some of the other
three words have some confusion in them. They are graded
in difficulty, requiring more and more discrimination.
.
As in test 1, after the child is sure of the directions, he
works independently of the tester until he finishes, or is
told to stop.
Test 5 . Visual Discrimination - Word Comparison-E.
There are 28 items in this test, 4 of which are
sample practice tests. Each item is made up of 2 groups
of letters, separated by lines from the pair above. The
first group of letters in each pair forms a word, and the
second forms that word plus an inserted letter that does
not belong. The pairs are in capitol letters or lower
case letters. The child examines the word on the left,
finds the letter in the second word that does not belong
and crosses it out. As with the other two tests, after
the child understands the task, he works at his own rate
with no help from the tester.
Test 4 (usually given as test 1) Visual Memory of Designs.
This test is the same as test 1 except that there are
four designs in each row. The design to be matched, in-
stead of being on the test sheet in a box, is on a card
that is shown by the tester. The child puts a liner under
the row of designs. The tester shows a design, and the
child finds it in the row that looks just like the one
the tester shows. This task requires some visual memory
..
.
.
as well as visual discrimination, and the child is carried
along to completion of the test by the tester, instead of
having to rely in part upon his own powers of persistence.
Test 5 (usually given as test 2) Visual Memory of Word
Patterns
.
This test of 27 items, 3 for use as samples, in which
the child selects from a multiple choice of four words, a
word shown by the examiner on a card.
a % e
P
Primary Reading Tests - Based, on the Pennell and Cusack
Basal Reading System :
Test 1 . Word Recognition-Visual (picture association).
The child draws a line from each word to the picture
which belongs with it. The highest possible score was 20,
and only the center two pages were given. There are 10
words on every page, and 14 pictures. No time limit is
set.
Test 2 . Word Recognition - Auditory.
The child selects a word from a multiple choice of
5 words after the word, is pronounced by the examiner.
There are 60 choices, two of which are for trial purposes.
Test 5 . Phrase Recognition - Auditory.
The examiner pronounces a phrase and the child selects
this phrase from among 4 possible choices. There are 32
choices, 2 for trial samples. Each phrase is repeated
only once, after the initial pronunciation.
Test 4. Sentence Comprehension - Visual.
The first part of the test consists of 11 items (1 as
a sample) in which the sentence that tells about the
picture is selected from among the three. In the second
i*
. I Jl
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part of the test, the child draws a line from the sentence
to the picture it tells about. There are 6 pictures with
every sentence and 5 items. The total score on Test 4
is 15. There is no time limit set for this test.

Flashed-Word Test and Pronunciation Test
The flashed-word test consists of 50 words typed in Prim-
er type on a belt, and flashed on the Kibbe Tachistoscope
(C.H. Stoelting Co., Chicago). The word dog was used as the
sample word and was flashed as often as was necessary to
accustom the child to the flash device. After the complete
list was flashed, the shutter was left open, and the same
list was shown for the Pronunciation Test. The list of
words was selected as follows:
Chart III on page 464 of the Teachers ’ Manual to
Accompany The Children^ Own Readers
.
First Grade, by Mary
E. Pennell and Alice M. Cusack, was revised to include all
the words that appear in the Pre-primer and Primer that
were not included on this list. All the words appearing
after page 80 of Book I, were crossed out of the list.
Every tenth word was selected from this list, giving a
list of 50 words. Since 24 words were needed, the follow-
ing factors were used as bases for selection: frequency
of use, and appearance on the Gates Word List, the
Thorndike “ord List, and the Durrell Remedial Reading List
for Grades I - III.
Then 6 words that were taught in the Pre-Primer were
selected as the first 6 words on the test. 14 words were
selected from those that appeared in the Primer and 4
words in the first 80 pages in Book I. The last 6 words
. t . . .
.
.
.
.
.
were taken from a list of words appearing after page SO in
Book I. This list was compiled by taking every ninth word
in the total list of words appearing after page 80. It
had been understood by the writer that the children had
not gone beyond that point in reading. In reality no
class had reached that far. All of the words appear on all
the lists mentioned, except snowball, both parts of which
appear on all the lists, and cage
,
which is not included
on the Durrell Remedial Reading List. There are 9 nouns,
9 verbs, 4 adjectives, 4 adverbs, 3 prepositions, and 1
pronoun.
The words were typed in primer type on strips of oak
tag, and the tests were given to 8 children in the Claflin
School, using the tachistoscope devised by Durrell. The
rearrangement of the words for the final form of the test
was based on the results of these tests, not a reliable
measure for validation, but all that time permitted. The
list appears in the appendix.
..
t “
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS OP INVESTIGATION: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The tolral scores for 471 cases on the Primary Reading
Teading Tests, based upon the work covered in the Children's
Own Readers by Pennell and Cusack, and given in March, 1936
to the children in the first grades of the Newton Public
Schools, were correlated with the scores on each of the 5
Newton Reading Readiness Tests, all tests of visual dis-
crimination and perception. The correlation between the
total scores on both sets of tests was also computed. The
results are given below.
Table 1
Correlation for 471 Cases of Reading Achievement (Newton
Primary Reading Tests) and
Newton Reading 1. Design Comparison r =0.24
Readiness Test
Newton Reading
Readiness Test 2. Word Comparison r-0.22
Newton Reading
Readiness Test 3. Word Comparison( crossing-out ) ...rr0.24
Newton Reading
Readiness Test 4. Visual Memory of Designs r=0.21
Newton Reading
Readiness Test 5. Visual Memory of Words r=0.21'
Newton Reading
Readiness Test Composite Score r=0.32l
Mental Age - P Intner-Cunningham Primary Mental
Test or Kuhlmann-Anders on Test for Grade One r=0.22'
> *
. ;
.
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The primary Reading Test is an excellent battery of
tests for inventory purposes. Since these tests had been
given at the time that the data was being collected, it
seemed more advisable to use the results than to give a
standard reading test. However, a standard test would have
been better for the purposes of this study, because the
Primary Reading Test proved to be too easy. With a
maximum score of 124 on the Primary Reading Test, 200 of
the 471 children attained scores between 115 and 124. As
a result the marks were unduly bunched at the top of the
scatter diagram. Such an -unbalanced and skewed distribu-
tion prevented reliable computation of correlations.
Therefore, the Primary Reading Test was discarded as a
standard for judging the results of the Newton Reading
Readiness Tests in this study.
Another consideration that might have been a factor
in causing such low correlation is that the Primary Read-
ing Tests were given under uncontrolled circumstances.
The classroom teachers administered the tests, and they
were given over a six week period.
Since a standard reading test was not available for
use in this study, it was decided to use the Pronunciation
Test, a fairly satisfactory measure of achievement, for
the evaluation of the Newton Reading Readiness Tests. The
reliability of a pronunciation test as a measure of
.
achievement was established by Monroe^ in an experiment
reported in 1928. "The Iota Word Test", used in that study,
consisted of 52 items and covered 4 grades. The test used
in the present study contained 30 items and covers one
grade. While the reliability of the test was not worked
out, it was assumed to be fairly adequate. The coefficient
of correlation for 104 cases between the scores on the
Pronunciation Test and the total score on the Primary
Reading Test was 0.75. It is probable that the correlation
might have been better if there had been more normal dis-
tribution on the scatter diagram of the Primary Reading
Tests
•
The correlations that were computed for the 104 cases
appear in Table II.
Is the use of designs or the use of word and letter
forms better in tests for predicting success in reading?
The results of the investigation of this problem in this
study are shown in Table III.
No coimLusion can be drawn from this data as to
whether word and letter forms are better in reading readi-
ness tests than designs, because the data show conflicting
evidence. In the tests involving comparison, the design
has a higher correlation with reading achievement, whereas
in tests involving memory, words have a higher correlation.
1. Monroe, M., "Methods for Diagnosis and Treatment of
Cases of Reading Disability," Genetic Psychology Monographs,
Volume IV, Numbers 4 and 5, October, 1S28,

Table II
Correlation for 104 Cases of Pronunciation Test and
Mental Age 0,26
Newton Primary Reading Tests 0.75
Reading Readiness Test (^)Design Comparison 0.39
"
" (2)Word Comparison 0.37
” "
" (3) n " ( crossing-out ). .0. 27
” " n (4) Visual Memory of Designs 0.28
”
" (5) Visual Memory of Words 0.45
" "
" 1, 2, and 5 0.50
"
" (composite score) 0.47
" " n " " and Flashed-Word
and Pronunciation Test.... .0.46
Correlation for 104 cases of Flashed-word test and
Ppnnnrmi ation Test...... 0.91
Primary Reading Tests...
(composite score).Reading Readiness Tests
Table III
Correlation of scores of 104 children on the Pronunciation
Test and:
>
Reading Readiness Test, No. 2, ’Word Comparison.... .0.37
Reading Readiness Test, No.l, Design Comparison 0.39
Reading Readiness Test, No. 5, Visual Memory of Words .. .0. 45;
Reading Readiness Test, No. 4, Visual Memory of Designs. 0.28<
Correlation of scores of 471 children on the Primary Read-
ing Test and:
!
Reading Readiness Test, No. 2, Word Comparison. ........ .0. 22'
Reading Readiness Test, No.l, Design Comparison 0.24
Reading Readiness Test, No. 5, Visual Memory of Words... 0.21
Reading Readiness Test, No. 4, Visual Memory of Designs. 0.21

Is the type of test that measures the ability to re-
member designs or words better as a test of reading
readiness than that which measures ability to compare
designs and words? The evidence on this problem is shown
on Table IV.
1
Table IV
Correlation of scores of 104 children on the Pronunciation
Test and
Reading Readiness Test, No. 2, Word Comparison.
n it
" No. 5, Visual Memory of Words
.
.0.45
it ti
" No . 1, Design Comparison
it ii
" No. 4, visual Memory of Designs0.28
Correlation of scores of 471 children on the Primary Read-
ing Test and:
Reading Readiness Test, No. 2, Word Comparison
ii it
" No. 5, Visual Memory of Words. .0.21
it it
” No. 1, Design Comparison
1! it
" No. 4, Visual Memory of Designs0.21
Here again, there can be no conclusion as to which
type of test is better, that involving the comparison, or
memory. The test of visual memory of words has a higher
coefficient of correlation than comparison of words, but
visual memory of designs has a lower coefficient than
comparison of designs.
%.
• • •
The correlations seem consistently to show some
evidence that tests in which the child compares designs,
are more predictive than tests in which he remembers
designs, or compares words.
The type of test that showed the highest correlation
(0.45) and which appeared to be the most predictive type
of test, is number 5, the test involving visual memory of
words. This ability may be especially important in
preparation for the system of reading used in the Pennell
and Cusack readers in which visual recognition of words
is particularly stressed.
How important as a measure of reading readiness is
the ability to perceive and cross out the part in one
word form that is not in the other similar word form?
Test 5 in the Reading Readiness Tests measure this ability.
The correlation between this test and the Pronunciation
Test is 0.27, as insignificant degree of correlation.
This test did not have any predictive value when measured
by this measure of achievement in reading. However, this
test showed the highest coefficient (0.24) of all the
tests when measured by the Primary Reading Test. It
might show a higher relation to reading achievement if
judged in terms of some other reading test.
The reading readiness test in which comparisons were
made had correlations of 0.37 (comparison of words) and
0.39 (comparison of designs). These tests required that
•'
•
.
•
•
.
the child work independently. Therefore the degree of cor-
relation might have been helped by the ability of the
child to persist in a given task.
Is the tachistoscopic test a reliable measure of
achievement? The following correlations for 104 cases are
taken from Table II:
1
Composite score on the Reading Readiness tests and score
on Pronunciation Test .0.47
Composite score on the Reading Readiness Tests and
composite Score on Flashed-word test and Pronun-
ciation test .0.40
Score on Flashed-word test and Pronunciation test .... .0.91
There is a correlation of the tachistoscopic test
significant enough to make it appear that the tachisto-
3cope or flash device which requires immediate recognition
and complete mastery of words, is of some importance as a
measure of achievement of reading.
..
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this study is to determine the validity
of the methods used in the Newton Reading Readiness Tests
measuring visual discrimination, and to study the relation
between the perceptual abilities measured in these tests
and various types of reading achievement. There is also
an attempt to make an experimental study of the value of
the tachistoscope as a measure of achievement.
The five Reading Readiness Tests to be evaluated were
divised by the Research and Guidance Department of the
Newton Public Schools, and were given to all the kinder-
garten children in May, June, and a few in September of
1935. Four tests of reading achievement based upon the
vocabulary that had been taught in the Pennell and Cusack
Readers were given to all the first grade children in
March, 1935. In April, an unselected group of 104 first
grade children was given a 30 item tachistoscopic and
pronunciation test based upon the same vocabulary as the
Primary Reading Test. As a result of a statistical
evaluation of the data obtained from the above tests, the
following conclusions may be drawn:
1. The Newton Primary Reading Test is unsatisfactory for
purposed of statistical evaluation because the tests
were too easy, causing the distribution of scores
to be skewed.
..
'9
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2. The Pronunciation Test of 30 items was substituted as a
fairly satisfactory measure since a standard reading
test was not available.
3. The results of this investigation give no conclusive
evidence as to the particular value of using as
measures of Reading Readiness Tests; designs or words;
comparison or memory; or selection of a wrong element
after visual discrimination between similar word forms.
4. There is some evidence that the ability to compare
designs (r=0.39) is more predictive of later success
in reading than the ability to remember designs (r=0.28)
or to compare words (r=0.37).
5. The visual perception test, testing the ability to re-
member word forms, has a correlation of 0.45 with the
pronunciation test and appears to be the type of test
that has the greatest relation to reading achievement.
6. Probably the ability to persist and work independently
is an important factor in the reading process, and is
a factor that should be considered in measuring read-
ing readiness. Reading Readiness Tests, 1, Design
Comparison, and Test 2, Word Comparison, require this
ability on the part of the child. Design Comparison
Test has a correlation of 0.39 with Pronunciation Test
and Word Comparison Test has a correlation of 0.37.
7. The evidence points to the conclusion that the tachisto-
scope (flash) test is probably a reliable measure of
achievement in reading.
.?
.
.
.
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Newton Reading Readiness Test
Test 1 Visual Perception-Design Comparison B.
T T 1 I 1
X XXXIX
E 3 td E H
1/1 M/I N /I
P P P P b
— B E td 3
a SdqBcd
A 1 tx d A
td s e m td
S M SI XI
L XX L L
G3
2 X P H 3
X fed EL P
o L O X
A A A J V
A m
Y v >
0 H [2 0
'/ V S/'V’Y V V”V V VA ^ x
u
AAAAAXXX
O X su
X EXH X
o <o[2a
_ _ d _ d
L r n
j PPL
M0HX
V > < A V
%.
Name Score
Newton Reading Readiness Test
Test 2 Visual Perception-Word Comparison A.
Sample
run
come
boy
boy
for
dog
cat
rat
cat hop
came
them
hand
word them
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
bell
bell
sell
wall talk
at
am
tan
am an
tag
big
lag
boy big
come
come
home
horn game
comes
green
green
sugar guess
play
play
your
away day
them
some
come
some said
went
were
know
your were
many
yellow
yellow
play your
dog
cat
catch
cat time
and
here
here
off mother
toy
day
dog
day may
like
will
wilt
well will
bomb
home
comb
home show
snow
snow
now
show worm
lack
look
look
lock leak
soap
soap
rope
post cope
thorn
horn
home
horde horn
stare
store
shore
store share
brittle
little
little
likes time
diary
dairy
daily
dairy daring
mourner
morning
moment
morning meaner
memory
measles
measles
measure morning
though
though
through
fought though
feather
feather
feature
father weather
Name Sc6re
Newton Reading Readiness Test
Test 3 Visual Discrimination—Word Comparison-B
Samples
ON OTN
IS ISL
HAS HOAS
CARE CMARE
xxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXX
AT ATV
if dif
in inm
CAT CVAT
HIT HITL
far ftar
DEEP DETEP
know k n r ow
LOW LOMW
FANCY PFANCY
grab gprab
BEN BREN
hover h o c v e r
ace acre
LOOK LOQOK
about a b o c u t
busy b u s j y-
BANTER BANMTER
wave w a v w e
grades g r a e d e s
TANKER TANKEBR
thank 1 1 h a n k
reveal r e v e r a 1
havens h a w v e n s
Name Score
Newton Reading Readiness Test
Test 4— Visual Memory of Designs
Samples
L O X
A A J V
BADE
[o] @ El 0£XXXXXXXXX
o xsu
E X H X
Q [7 O A
Q Q B Q
_0 d _ d
T 1 I
X X X X
3 bd E R
KMN/1
FREE
BEH3
a CD B 00
1 b7 d ii
a m x xi
X Ex X X
ffl H E ca
x r h a
a W E R
i
Name Score—
Newton Reading Readiness Test
Test 5—Visual Memory of Word Patterns
Samples
is to me it
sat dog can see
the are new and
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
toll hand last bone
home soap dog stop
hot ride me home
he post ox milk
ride got tone well
Stop after foe me
dog hot cent robe
goes you dig mail
time all met toe
cold went milk over
fly cold yes hail
dot fix same hop
ride cot for yell
dig sun hot egg
met eat dog all
cold the sugar you
came over stay the
you must good be
bet out dig run
time sun hot top
lot girl more pine
for the sun its
hoe pet sat want
you time obey does
Teacher Directions for Test I
Word Recognition - V i snal
Illustration test on first page.
Give the following directions to children: "You see the words and pictures
down here on your first page (teacher pointing to copy in her hand). Put
your finger on the first word. ITow find the picture that "belongs with this
word. What picture is it? Answer - 'Dog'. Yes, it is dog. how draw a
line from the word dog to the picture don . Put your finger on the next
word. Pind the picture which belongs with that word. What is it? Answer -
’Leaves'. Yes, it is leaves. Draw a lino from the word leaves to the
picture leaves . Tow can you draw a line from the next word to the picture
that belongs with it?"
Teacher check to see that children understand.
"ITow I an going to show what you will do next. On the inside of your book
are nore words and pictures. (Teacher holds up copy, showing inner pages.
)
When I say 1 TUPTT' you will turn your pages and fold back liko this,
(illustrate) TUPITl ITow when I say 1 ZE1ADY G-0' you will draw a line from
each word to the picture which belongs with it. When you have done all
the words on this page, turn to the next page and do the sane. RZADY 00 I"
ITo tine linit. Allow a reasonable amount of time, varying according to
group
.




=3^
o,,
^L\
m
a
t
My
ball
automobile
balloon
cake
cookies
drum
girl
horn
nest
sun
M W Y
*
Teacher Directions for Test II
Uord Hecognition - Auditory
Directions: Use cards for keeping place, if desired.
"Here we have some rows of words. Put your finger on A. on the first
line at the top of the page. I an going to tell you one of the words
in this line. After I say the word, you find it in this line. When
you find it, draw a line under it.
ListenI Teacher says 'KIHG'. Did every one draw a line under the word
KIiTG? That’s right. ITow listen again. BIBD Did every one drav/ a line
under the word BIBD? Higlit. You have nany rows of words. In each row
you will find the word that I say. After you find it you will draw a
line under it.
Beady for the first line? BED
Eext line SHOE"
and so on.
If cards are used, say "Hove card" each tine for going to next line.

TESTS 2 <?; 3KEY WORDS
NEWTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AND PHRASES TO EE USED IN
PRIMARY READING TEST
Test 2
Pennell-Cusack
Front Back Front
red but to play
come little at school
play we in the leaves
see said a little doll
yellow water was hiding
noise give looked and. looked
made oh a little dog
answer have one rabbit
too asked kept very still
into pet heard the children
and put a black head
around want take care
like that the right answer
Up hide a little nose
her know
almost make
his get
eat from
to big
went me
go snowman
what ran
away over
something look
was is
down morning
jump one
with
yard
you
funny
Test 3
Back
some cotton
milk and bread
did not find
cried and cried
said Mother
o little meat
how surprised
for the party
heard it again
get ready
all right
in the dark
threw a stick
three clay dishes
of ice cream
what is it
>
NEWTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PRIMARY READING- TEST, BASAL P&C 1, TEST #2 WORD RECOGNITION, AUDITORY
A. they King can Dan has
3 . bird Blackie who they Jack
berk bulb red every coat
how are shoe throw come
play first get each father
men home best cam see
pretty paint still stop yellow
noise dress nest egg blew
has very pen made game
name tinkle kept answer picture
cap too bells am: him
into fish eyes green here
and got blue .made called
chimney around 00-00 hang crawl
string see under like does
doll they up off run
good after her wash yes
bowl fairy broke almost mouth
for care nut his at
eat wind black came house
a no all to he
went snails thing push near
sun go long of her
leaves may what flower feet
ending away mother beautiful
cotton children frightened something
out cat must was had
your down stocking stick pencil
hit door come cla.y jump
new out ray mew guess
little bad ate go hard
blue kite ho cry we
party did said school were
again bread water brownie last
point ready like frolic give
oh let find I dog
have nose could say milk
move round asked some trick
hid it pet this sniff
put about next heart cold
pst rabbit found want street
brush that baby fresh bag
will their his when hide
laugh know head arms time
dark not make some sh
table saw get right day
meat them took from US
tree wake fun roof bkV _L0
the me in do there
goldf ish valentine snowman
dish wh i t e too one ran
over night pape r brought
think gone who swim look
opene
snap
then is been boy on
pinched snowballs morning threw
call slip ears one place
horns window swam turkey with
frost candy other yard gobble
started you busy plant food
funny carry take wait herself
Test III Phrase Recognition Auditory
Have the two samples on the board before beginning the test. The
tests can be folded lengthwise, before giving them out. See that
each child has the side with the two samples facing him at the be-
ginning of the test. Give the following directions: "ON THIS PAGE
ARE SOME BOXES. IN EACH BOX THERE ARE SOME LINES OF WORDS. LOOK
Am
-pHE FIRST BOX, THE ONE WITH THE STAR IN THE CORNER. PUT YOUR
FINGER UNDER THE LAST LINE OF WORDS IN THIS BOX. I AM GOING TO
READ ONE OF THE LINES IN THIS BOX. LISTEN! I WILL READ IT,
'
MY PICTURE 1
(repeat). LOOK AT THE LINES IN THE BOX. SEE IF YOU CAN FIND THE
LINE OF WORDS WHICH READS, ' MY PICTURE 1 . WHICH LINE IS IT? (wait
for a correct response) YES, IT IS THE FIRST LINE. (point to first
line of sample on the board) I AM GOING TO DRAW A LINE UNDER FIRST
LINE TO SHOW THAT IT IS THE ONE I READ. TAKE YOUR PENCILS AND DRAW
A LINE UNDER THE FIRST LINE IN THE FIRST BOX. IT IS THE LINE THAT
READS, 'MY PICTURE '
.
11
"LOOK AT THE NEXT BOX. IT HAS A BALL IN THE CORNER. PUT YOUR
FINGER UNDER THE LAST LINE OF WORDS IN THIS BOX. LISTEN WHILE I READ
ONE OF THE LINES, 'FROM MOTHER' (repeat) SEE IF YOU CAN FIND THE
LINE OF WORDS WHICH READS, ' FROM MOTHER ' . DO YOU FIND IT? (wait for
correct response) YES, IT IS THE LAST LINE. (Point to the last line
of second sample on board) . I AM GOING TO DRAW A LINE UNDER THE LAST
LINE OF WORDS TO SHOW THAT IT IS THE ONE I READ. TAKE YOUR PENCILS
AND DRAW A LINE UNDER THE LINE THAT READS, * FROM MOTHER' IT IS THE
LAST LINE IN THE BOX." Make sure that each chilcPhas done the samples
correctly, then continue the test itself.
"LOOK AT THE NEXT BOX. I WILL READ ONE OF THE LINES OF WORDS IN
THIS BOX. AFTER I READ IT, SEE IF YOU CAN FIND IT. DO NOT TELL ME
WHEN YOU FIND IT. TAKE YOUR PENCIL AND DRAW A LINE UNDER IT AS WE
DID IN THE FIRST TWO BOXES. DRAW ONLY ONE LINE IN EACH BOX. LISTEN
WHILE I READ, ' TO PLAY ,»
.
(repeat) DRAW A LINE UNDER THE LINE OF
WORDS THAT READS, ' TO PLAY ' . " Continue with the list of phrases
found on the score sheet, saying each time for the first 6
,
"LOOK AT
THE NEXT BOX. DRAW A LINE UNDER THE LINE OF WORDS THAT READ, (give
phrase and repeat). After that say only, "NEXT BOX", (give phrase
and repeat)
.
When the first column is done, say, "WHEN I SAY, 'TURN', TURN
THE PAGE LIKE THIS" (demonstrate). "READY, TURN!" After both columns
have been done, help the children fold the sheets over so as to expose
the first column of the second. Allow a reasonable amount of time for
each child to underline the phrase. This time will naturally vary
according to the group and has been found to be from 7 to 15 seconds
per phrase. The slower child should not be penalized by lack of time,
on the other hand, the time should not be so long that it results in
a loss of interest and attention for those who finish sooner.
1
r

NEWTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FRIhlARY READING- TEST, BASAL PdcC 1, TEST #3, PHRASE RECOG-NIT ION , AUDITOR
my picture
in a cape
in a bowl
on a farm
7
a pet
two goldfish
a little dog
out of the yard
guess what q one rabbit
my tail down the street
has a house likes to play
from mother : in the yard
to play a little noise
a picture did not answer
a pet kept very still
jumped up in the house
to hide ' has a house
at school was hiding
in shoes around the yard
was playing heard the children
to run a stocking
a little dog jumped up
has a house a black head
in the leaves the right ending
in the yard. in the dark
a little doll a long time
from school take care
two pencils" - - a - little doll
l_t.o school was playing
'»
- 1 . -
^"picture two pencils
'
was hiding the right answer
jumped and jumped a little nose
looked and. looked a red mouth
waited and waited from school
—
in the leaves wanted to answer
some cotton . 1~ into the dish
every dayJ J | heard it again
jumped and jumped waited and waited
two black eyes a little brownie
a little man must help
milk and bread stopped crying
did not answer took up±
give her fish get readyw *
did not find white flower
were off [every day
stopped crying ja party
one surprise jail right
i
a bad clog two goldfish
wants to play on Saturday
c/
a. little noise in the dark
cried and cried a yellow bowl
said Mother
the stick
likes to r
one surprise
a green dish
the r igh t an swe r
under her coat
threw a stick
.jumped and jumped
a red coa.t
in shoes
a little meat
the right ending
three clay dishes
away ran King
after the stick
kept very still
a surprise
in nuts
for the party
barked and barked
let us play
what is it
laughed and laughed
you will see
after the stick
PAn- 7 IN THIS BOX ARE
Test IV Sentence Comprehension Visual Part
Directions
:
"LOOK AT THE BOX AT THE TOP OF THIS rr^,
3 SENTENCES OR STORIES AND 1 PICTURE. ONE OF THESE SENTENCES TELLS
YOU ABOUT THE PICTURE. YOU WILL READ THE SENTENCES. WHEN YOU FIND
THE SENTENCE WHICH TELLS ABOUT THE PICTURE YOU WILL DRAW A LINE UNDER
THAT SENTENCE.
WE WILL DO THE FIRST ONE TOGETHER AND THEN YOU WILL KNOW
HOW TO DO THEM. PUT YOUR FINGER ON THE FIRST SENTENCE, THE ONE
BEGINS WITH THE WORD, 'Nan'. IT SAYS, (teacher reads aloud)
has a little cat.' THAT DOESN'T TELL ABOUT THE PICTURE, DOES
SO, LET US READ THE NEXT SENTENCE. TEACHER READS ALOUD, ’The cat
hiding in the
JUST
THAT
' Nan
r
IT?
wa
DOESN'T IT?
THIS SENTENCE
NOW YOU MAY READ THE SENTENCES IN THESE OTHER BOXES.
READ THEM TO YOURSELVES. DON'T TELL ME. IN EACH BOX READ THE SE
ENCSS, FIND THE ONE WHICH TELLS ABOUT THE PICTURE AND DRAW A LINE
UNDER THAT SENTENCE. WHEN YOU FINISH ONE PAGE TURN OVER TO
dog's house.' THIS TELLS US ABOUT THE PICTURE,
THIS IS THE RIGHT SENTENCE, SO DRAW A LINE UNDER
WHICH SAYS, 'The cat was hiding in the dog's house.
JUST
THE NEXT.
WHEN YOU COME TO ROW OF stop: go: "
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Nan has a little cat.
The cat was hiding in the dog’s house.
^Jfan has a dog.
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Mother made a cap.
Nan's dog plays with a cap.
Here is my dog.
Two rabbits play in the leaves.
The rabbit has a house.
The stick went in the leaves.
The milk is in a yellow dish.
Frolic is Jack's cat.
Jack gives milk to his cat.
King runs after the stocking doll.
Mother made a stocking doll.
Nan hid from Mother.
Father put bells on Nan's cat.
Father heard a little noise.
King heard Nan's cat.
Beverly went to the dog house.
The dog is in his house.
Beverly made a cap for her dog.
Away ran the Brownie.
Nan took up the nut.
The Brownie hid in a nut.
Beverly put two pencils under her coat.
Two rabbits hid under the coat.
Beverly found two rabbits in the leaves.
King went down the street.
Beverly put the stick in the yard.
One day King found a stick.
Nan was playing with her doll
School Date
dog
red
like
into
your
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house
away
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dark
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